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As young dragon Tabaluga never learned how to 
breathe fire he urgently needs advice from a real, 
grown-up dragon. One day, Tabaluga and his ladybug 
friend Bully are lured to Iceland, which is ruled by evil 
Lord Arktos. When he meets beautiful ice princess 
Lilli there, it’s love at first sight. Lilli takes Tabaluga to 
see Arktos, without realizing Arktos wants to do away 

with all the dragons so he can freeze Greenland. 
She helps Tabaluga and Bully escape from Iceland. 
Through the strength of their love, Tabaluga finally 
learns how to breathe fire. To foil Arktos’s evil plan 
and save Greenland from his army of polar bears, 
Tabaluga and Lilli have to muster all their courage, 
and stick together like fire and ice ...

A moving and thrilling 3D animation adventure 
for the whole family. This story about the power 
of friendship and the victory of love over hate is 
fast-paced and entertaining, with lots of twists 
and turns, featuring top-notch animation and 
an unforgettable soundtrack.

AFTER THE WORLD-FAMOUS HIT 
TV SERIES, THE BRAVE LITTLE DRAGON 

AND THE SPARKLING ICE PRINCESS 
FINALLY CONQUER THE SILVER SCREEN!

MARKET PREMIERE (2D)

SAT, SEP 8 12:15 H  TIFF BELL LIGHTBOX 
CINEMA 6, STANISLAUS 
SHIBINSKY CINEMA

TABALUGA (3D)
BY SVEN UNTERWALDT
English (OV)



BLAME GAME
BY PHILIPP LEINEMANN
Cast: Ronald Zehrfeld, Alexander Fehling,  
Claudia Michelsen|German (OV) 
English subtitled

An intelligence expert supplies information leading to 
a U.S. drone strike on a wanted terrorist. After his 
lover is killed, he starts to investigate on a presumably 
payback for the drone strike.

A gripping political thriller with tour-de-force performances 
by A-listers Ronald Zehrfeld (“Phoenix”, “The People vs 
Fritz Bauer”) and Alexander Fehling (“Homeland”, “Laby-
rinth of Lies”).

COMING SOON

CUT OFF
BY CHRISTIAN ALVART
Cast: Moritz Bleibtreu, Lars Eidinger, Fahri Yardim| 
German (OV), English subtitled

Trapped on a lonely island with a killer, artist Linda 
has to perform an autopsy: only if she finds the clue 
hidden inside the dead body, the kidnapped daughter 
of coroner Herzfeld can possibly be saved.

A nerve-wracking psycho thriller based on the inter natio-
nal best-seller by Sebastian Fitzek, from genre expert 
Christian Alvart (“Pandorum”, “Antibodies”, “Nick: Off 
Duty”).

CURRENT SLATE

303 
BY HANS WEINGARTNER
Cast: Mala Emde, Anton Spieker| 
German (OV), English subtitled

On the way from Berlin to Portugal in her “303” camper  
van, student Jule picks up hitchhiker Jan. While having 
intense conversations about every thing and the world,  
they try not to fall in love.

Hans Weingartner (“The Edukators”) sends his protago-
nists on an exciting road trip. Socio-political depth and  
a tender love story meld into a captivating, profoundly 
moving boy-meets-girl story.

CURRENT SLATE



SUNSET OVER MULHOLAND DRIVE
BY ULI GAULKE
Cast: Connie Sawyer, Joel Rogosin, 
Daniel Selznick|English (OV)

At the end of Mulholland Drive lies the Motion Picture 
& Television Fund. Its residents were once the back-
bone of Hollywood: actresses, producers, writers. 
They share their best anecdotes with us. 

A touching documentary about the glamourous residents 
of a very special retirement home, with actress Connie 
Sawyer (“Dumb and Dumber”) and producer Daniel Selz-
nick (“American Grafitti”).

COMING SOON

SCARBOROUGH
BY BARNABY SOUTHCOMBE
Cast: Jessica Barden, Jordan Bolger,  
Edward Hogg, Jodhi May|English (OV)

In a once glamorous Scarborough hotel, two couples 
laugh, quarrel, and make love. At barely 16 years old, 
two of them are still at school ... and the others, their 
teachers.

Directed by Barnaby Southcombe (“I, Anna”), Scarborough 
explores the impulsive nature of forbidden love. It stars 
Jessica Barden (“The End of the F***ing World”, “The 
Lobster”).

COMING SOON

THIS CRAZY HEART 
BY MARC ROTHEMUND
Cast: Elyas M’Barek, Philip Noah Schwarz| 
German (OV), English subtitled

When 30-ish rich kid Lenny has to take care of 15-year- 
old David, who’s suffering from heart disease, it ’s the 
beginning of a wild adventure.

This moving real-life story about joy and hope for the 
next day stars German superstar Elyas M’Barek (“Who 
Am I”). A box-office hit in Germany with more than 2 million  
admissions from Marc Rothemund (“Sophie Scholl”, “My 
Blind Date with Life”).

CURRENT SLATE



MARNIE’S WORLD (3D) 
BY CHRISTOPH AND WOLFGANG LAUENSTEIN
English (OV)

Spoiled house cat Marnie is lured into a secret agent 
job that finally brings her out on the streets. She 
teams up with a bunch of runaway animals – a donkey,  
a dog and a rooster – to track down a gang of notorious  
thieves.

A high-profile 3D animated feature film directed by  
Academy Award®-winning brothers Christoph and Wolf-
gang Lauenstein (“Balance”) offering great entertain-
ment for the whole family.

OOOPS! THE ADVENTURE
CONTINUES … (3D) 
BY TOBY GENKEL AND SEAN McCORMACK
English (OV)

The young Nestrian Finny and his best mate Leah, a 
Grymp, accidentally fall out of the ark and are swept 
out to sea, but get separated by a storm. Leah lands 
on a beau ti ful island that is regularly shaking and 
smoking from the mountain top ...

In this second instalment of the internationally success-
ful 3D animation “OOOPS! NOAH IS GONE?”, our courage-
ous youngsters once again go through many thrilling  
adventures and eventually save all of the animals in the ark.

BAYALA (3D) 
BY AINA JÄRVINE
English (OV)

The elf princesses Sera and Surah are thrilled when 
they discover they have the key to save the kingdom 
of Bayala in their hands: a dragon egg! But now they 
have to embark on an adventurous journey into the 
unknown ...

BAYALA is based on the high-end line of fantasy figurines 
by Schleich. From the producers of worldwide successes  
“Niko & The Way To The Stars” and “Ooops! Noah is  
Gone ...”.

COMING SOONCURRENT SLATE COMING SOON
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